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“The care of rivers is not a question of rivers but the human heart”. - Tanaka Shozo ~ ,.~

~ ,~‘- .~ I
Considered Japan’s first conservationist, Shozo, a politician, was instrumental in passing the 1911
Factory Law-the first law to address industrial pollution. ~

I reference Shozo’s actions in regards to the NED pipeline project. Shozo was a politician who ~‘ ~

recognized the dire environmental consequences of big business exploiting natural resources for profit.
Shozo stepped up as a public advocate against the Ashio Copper Mine that dumped pollutants in the
water.

Who will stand up for the people of NH and protect our rivers, streams and aquifers? Our water supplies
are directly threatened by the fracked gas that will be puhiped through the pipelines. In Mason we are
100% dependent on well water. While the NED pipeline endangers our clean water and our very
existence what plan in place for our protection? Kinder Morgan offered precious few details at the
Mason “informational” town meeting.

In Mason, impacted residents and abutters have denied survey access to Kinder Morgan. We recognize
the dangers and consequences of this project. We are asking and waiting for the evidence that this
pipeline is truly for public gain. We have not seen proof that Mason residents benefit from the pipeline.
Based on the current evidence the serious risks to our clean water are for private business and
corporate gain. We are faced with losing control of our private lands without benefit of fair, honest
information that truly reflects the needs for increased natural gas supplies and how the NED pipeline is
the most sound solution for this need.

The magnitude of this project and the real, long-terms risks to NH residents including contaminated or
disappearing water supplies, dangers and loss of property value deserve more scrutiny. The high numbei
of survey access denials prevents Kinder Morgan from thoroughly evaluating the route. Helicopter fly
overs do not provide the necessary details for a project with such steep consequences.

Where are you our brave NH politician - our elected official? We’re hearing precious little from you in
response to our questions and requests for answers. I have received the same form letter at least five
times from your office. Where are you? Will you step up, take a ~and and be our advocate and
acknowledge the environmental consequences like Tanaka Shozo did 100 years ago?

Sincerely,

IAmy Glowa ki, Mason, NH


